9.20 - 9.30: Welcome
Zoe Kay, EC – DG CNECT and Andrea Renda, CEPS

9.30 – 10.30 Main findings of the EIPE project: Discussing the study implications
09.30 – 10.10 Giuditta De Prato and Daniel Nepelski, JRC-IPTS
10.10 – 10.30 Discussant: Pierre-Jean Benghozi, ARCEP

Q/A

10.30 – 11.05 Case study 1: Paris - A developing digital ecosystem grounded in a capital city
10.30 – 10.35 An insight into public policies, Jean Paul Simon, JPS Public Policy Consulting
10.35 – 10.55 Greater Paris - The Digital Ecosystem, Patrick Cocquet, Managing Director, Cap Digital

Q/A

10.55 – 11.10 Coffee Break

11.10 – 11.45 Case study 2: London - The global city. Riding on the shoulders of a giant
11.10 – 11.15 An insight into public policies, Jean Paul Simon, JPS Public Policy Consulting
11.15 – 11.35 London’s ICT cluster: Its evolution and policy, Juan Mateos-Garcia, NESTA

Q/A

11.45 – 12.15: Case study 3: Copenhagen - A leading digital country but not a leading pole of excellence?
11.45 – 11.50 An insight into public policies, Jean Paul Simon, JPS Public Policy Consulting
11.50 – 12.10 Denmark a leading digital country – but not a leading pole of excellence?
Christian Hannibal, Senior Advisor, Confederation of Danish Industry

Q/A

12.15 – 12.45 Conclusive debate: Success factors and public policies
Zoe Kay, EC – DG CNECT, Andrea Renda, CEPS and Andrea de Panizza, OECD